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            Application for Faculty Positions

        
      	
	
Click here for details 




    

  





  
            Quick Links

        
      	Admission Brochure - PGDM 2024-26
	Placement Brochure
	Annual Report 2022-23
	Campus News 2023-24 So far
	
Governing Board
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	AICTE Faculty feedback 
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            Courses offered

        
      	
2-Year PGDM

Post Graduate Diploma in Management-2 Year Full-time Residential Program


	AICTE Approval | NBA Accreditation | Graded Autonomy- Category II
Copies of AICTE approvals
AIU PGDM Equivalence to MBA
AICTE PGDM Equivalence to MBA | Mandatory Disclosure
ACBSP Accreditation
EFMD Accreditation | Business School Impact System (BSIS)
Member of AACSB
QS-I-Gauge Rating






	Doctoral Program
Ph.D Program in Management (Recognized by University of Mysore)


    

  





  
            Upcoming Events

        
      	Research Development Program (RDP)
March 22-23, 2024
	
	RDP Webpage | Click here for Registration



	FDP on Leveraging AI for Teaching and Research - April 19, 2024
	
	FDP Webpage | Click here for Registration


    

  





  
            Suggestion Box

        
      	
 Click here to give your suggestion




    

  





  
            Students Exchange Program

        
      	Texas A&M University, USA
	Shanghai University, China
   
	University of Bordeaux, France
  	
ESC Pau, France



	University of Montevideo, Uruguay
	Abu Dhabi University, UAE
	British University in Dubai	Heilbronn University, Germany

	National Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan
	La Rochelle Business School, France

	EAE Business School, Spain

	Business Analytics Institute, Europe

	Montpellier Business School, France
	Kennesaw State University, USA

 
	Porto Business School, Portugal	UBI Business School, Belgium
	European Business School, Paris, France
	The American University in Cairo, Egypt

	Click here to know more


    

  





  
            Recent Publications by Faculty 

        
      	
	Riyazahmed K. and Sriram M. (2024). Do Cash Holdings Impact the Financials of Indian Companies?—Evidence from India. Indian Journal of Finance, Vol.18 (3) ISSN 0973-8711, March, (ABDC).



	
	Saibaba, S. (2024). Exploring the Influence of Trustworthiness and Cost Savings on Customer Loyalty in Mobile Shopping. European Economic Letters, ISSN 2323-5233, V.14(1), https://doi.org/10.52783/eel.v14i1.1206, pp.1492-1497.



	
	Shetty, Nanda Kishore, et al (2024). Creating a Successful Pre Release Marketing Strategy for an Experiential Product: A Case Study of the Upcoming Prequel to the Kantara Movie. Journal of Informatics Education and Research-JIER,
ISSN: 1526-4726, Vol.4 (1), pp.948-963,
 DOI:https://jier.org/index.php/journal/article/view/665, (ABDC).



	
	Malini Nair, Ghafar, Abdul & Sasikumar, Anand (2024). Development of Human Capital Embedded in Social Innovative Educational Practices. Lecture notes in Networks and Systems, (LNNS, volume 927), ISSN: 2367-3370 (P); 2367-3389 (E), Springer, Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-54009-7_30, pp 326–332.



	
	Shetty, Nanda Kishore, et al (2024). Creating Sustainable Experiential Tourism for Showcasing Tulunadu's Ecological Treasures. Journal of Informatics Education and Research, ISSN: 1526-4726, Vol.4 (1), pp.661-685, DOI: https://doi.org/10.52783/jier.v4i1.618, (ABDC).



	
	Gandhi, L,  Anushree N Halyal & Pooja Reghunadh (2024).  Moonlighting: An Examination of Dual Employment in Contemporary Organizations.  Journal of Informatics Education and Research, ISSN  1526-4726, Vol.4 (1),  
DoI:https://doi.org/10.52783/jier.v4i1.553,pp.291-298 (ABDC).
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            Admissions Open for PGDM 2024-26

        
      		Admission Page | How to Apply?
Apply Online for PGDM 2024-26

Admission Brochure of PGDM 2024-26Quick Contact:

Mr. Gururaj Khasnis, Admission Manager

Tel. No. +91-821- 2429722 | Extn.2012

Mobile:+91-9535007893 | Toll-free: 18001211535
Email: admissions@sdmimd.ac.in
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        11th International Finance Conference 2023

    
    
    
    
      	
	
Technology has enabled general public to invest in the capital market and as a result the number of demat accounts opened over the years have grown exponentially, said Dr. Abhilash Misra, CEO, National Stock Exchange Academy Limited, Mumbai, held on October 19-20, 2023.

 

Delivering keynote address during 11th International Conference on Emerging Trends in Corporate Finance and Financial Markets organised by SDMIMD at its auditorium on Thursday he discussed about the recent developments in the capital market and also spoke on how technology was embraced by the market regulators in the regulation and functioning of capital markets and also mentioned that Technology enabled the people of the country to invest in equity markets. “Indian Financial Markets is one of the robust risk management systems to protect the interest of all the stakeholders” added Misra.

 

Oil prices will go up further: Dr (Lt Col) SN Prasad, Director, SDMIMD delivering inaugural address said due to ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine and Hamas and Israel the oil prices may go up further in days to. “The days of easy money are over thanks to the recession caused due to covid in the US; interest rate gone up, no easy money coming to the world. The dollar is slowly eroding and China is becoming stronger and stronger and the net export of china has gone up in the last two years” added Prasad. M Sriram, Conference Chair, IFC 2023 gave a brief introduction about the conference theme and outlined the proceedings of the two-day conference.

 

As part of the conference technical sessions on ‘Corporate Finance and Governance’ and ‘Fintech and Digital lending in India’ were delivered by Abhishek Kumar Jain, General Manager, Treasury and Investors Relations, Wipro Limited, Bengaluru and Sri.Timmana Gouda, Founder, WhatsLoan, Bengaluru. The valedictory address was delivered by Sri.Rajesh Sharma, CEO, Kaynes Technology Ltd, Mysuru. The two-day conference witnessed paper presentations on the broader theme of the conference. 


Photo Gallery
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        Invited talk on Entrepreneurship by Mr. Bipin Bopanna

    
    
    
    
      		
Mr. Bipin Bopanna, an SDMIMD alumnus (PGDM 2017–19 batch), delivered a speech to first-year PGDM students of the 2023–25 batch on October 17, 2023. He provided insights on launching a digital marketing company in less than ten months and growing it to six figures.
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        Session on Real Estate Consulting and Real Estate Sales

    
    
    
    
      		
The Consulate Committee of the Students' Club at SDMIMD organized a thought-provoking Speaker Session with the theme "Real Estate Consulting and Real Estate Sales" on October 12, 2023. The keynote speaker for the event was Mr. Karthik H.S, Founder and Director of Dupam Consulting, who shared insightful remarks about the real estate sector and the various career opportunities it presents.

 

Mr. Karthik H.S. initiated the discussion by emphasizing the value of pursuing a career in sales within the real estate industry. He delved into the details of the field, highlighting its potential for both financial success and personal development. In addition to underscoring the dynamic nature of the industry, the speaker offered a comprehensive overview of real estate consulting, emphasizing its crucial role in facilitating investments and property transfers.
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        Foundation Day Lecture 2023

    
    
    
    
      	
	

One needs to be an effective contributor to become an effective manager and one needs to be an effective contributor plus manager to transform into a leader, said V Kovaichelvan, Director, TVS Institute for Quality and Leadership.

 

Delivering a foundation lecture on the topic ‘Becoming and Being Visionary Leaders by Self Transformation’ organised by SDMIMD at its auditorium here on October 12, 2023, he said “When we talk about a leader's value it is very important. Becoming a leader and being leaders there is a difference that can happen only through self-transformation. If you look up medical education they study for 5 years and they have very good practice which is not the same in Engineering or MBA. All the talent comes from practice. Whatever we study, ultimately employable skills are required. In India education including in schools and colleges are not to the required level and the curriculum are not relevant”.

 

“If we want to build a strong house, foundation and superstructure are very important. In the same way if you want to be a good leader, good education and employable skills are equally important before you become an individual contributor to the organisation and can rise to the role of manager and can also become an effective manager before becoming a leader. Apart from this, unless you manage yourself you can’t become a manager” added Kovaichelvan. Students who were present in good numbers also clarified their doubts by posing a few good questions including whether frequent change in work will hamper their career for which Kovaichelvan came out with good answers.

 

Lt Col SN Prasad, Director of SDMIMD who also spoke on the occasion briefed about Foundation Day Lecture and its purpose. Dr. Nanda Kishore Shetty, Associate Professor, Dr. M Minhaj, Professor & Chairperson –PGDM were also present.
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        ESG talk by Sri K N Janardhana

    
    
    
    
      	
	Sri K N Janardhana, National Director for RSETIs at the National Centre for Excellence of RSETIs (NACER), Bengaluru, delivered a talk to ESG modular specialization students of the PGDM 2023-25 batch on October 10, 2023.
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        2nd batch FDP for Professors & Doctors of SDM Ayurveda College, Udupi

    
    
    
    
      	
	
A two days Faculty Development Programme was conducted at SDM Ayurveda College, Udupi on 25th and 26th september 2023 for the 2nd batch of their Professors & Doctors. Following sessions were conducted by the faculty resource persons of SDMIMD during these two days:

 

	Professional & Personal Goal setting,Communication & Presentation skills ,Time and Stress Management by Dr.L.Gandhi
	Making your profession your passion,Team building & Leadership skills, Role model for students and Public by Dr. Mamta Hegde
	Updating teaching skills, Application of AI in class room & Application of AI in research and Scientific paper writing by Dr.Sunil MV


The programme was very well appreciated by all the participants as well as by SDMAC Principal Dr.Mamata K.V. and Programme coordinator Dr. Gayathri Hegde. 
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        Retired Group Captain of Indian Air Force Delivers Talk On 'Kautilya's Arthashastra'

    
    
    
    
      		
A retired Group Captain of the Indian Air Force, Dr. Vinay Vittal, delivered a technical lecture on "Kautilya's Arthashastra: A timeless strategy for Statecraft" on September 26, 2023.

 

Dr. Vittal began his lecture by sharing his personal story of how he was inspired to join the Air Force after watching the Republic Day Parade in Delhi. Then he stressed the importance of reading and acquiring latest knowledge to achieve success in any field.

 

Dr. Vittal then turned to the topic of Kautilya's Arthashastra, an ancient Indian treatise on statecraft. He observed that though many people talk about the Arthashastra, few take the time to study it in detail. He argued that the Arthashastra provides valuable insights into political skills, strategies, and statecraft that are still relevant today.
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        SDMIMD Students excel in JSS CMS Intercollege Fest – “Mannovex 2023”

    
    
    
    
      	
	
The students of SDMIMD achieved a resounding victory at Mannovex 2023, held at JSS Centre for Management Studies on September 7, 2023. This prestigious inter-college event featured competitions in HR, Marketing, Finance, and the Best Manager category.

 

SDMIMD’s students showcased their remarkable abilities, securing the top positions in multiple categories. Yashwanth and Chaitanya B N excelled in the HR competition, earning the Top Spot. In Finance, Sriram Palaniyappan and Srihari H G displayed their financial prowess and clinched the first position. Bethe Jayaprakash Naidu emerged victorious in the Best Manager category, while in Marketing, Amith Kumar H L, Sumukh Prashanth, Druva N, and Rajat Shaha secured the runner-up position showcasing their marketing skills.

 

SDMIMD’s stellar performance culminated in an overall victory, cementing their reputation as a premier institution for management education. This achievement is a testament to the dedication and hard work of both the students and their mentors.
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            Address

        
      Shri Dharmasthala Manjunatheshwara
Institute for Management Development
Site No. 1, Chamundi Hill Road, Siddarthanagar Post, MYSORE - 570 011.
Tel. No. +91-821-2429722, 2429161, 2420490, Fax : +91-821-2425557
Email:contact@sdmimd.ac.in
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